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Abstract—A methodology is described to determine the distri-
bution of current within a power network for use in CMOS stan-
dard cell integrated circuits based on exploratory information
about the power network. Models are presented to extrapolate
the noise within power networks in 14, 10, and 7 nm CMOS
technologies. Stripes, interconnect between local power rails, are
evaluated as a means to reduce power noise, resulting in a 56.5%
reduction in noise for the 7 nm CMOS technology node.

I. INTRODUCTION

DEVELOPMENT of a modern CMOS technology is a
multi-objective procedure that requires tradeoffs among

speed, power consumption, circuit density, manufacturability,
and process yield [1], [2]. During this design process, cir-
cuit and performance information are typically unavailable.
Design rules, device parameters, and synthesis libraries are
often developed before the behavior of a manufactured IC
is understood. This process constrains the early design of
an IC power network. Overly conservative global power grid
structures are therefore frequently used to manage power noise
[3].

To quantify the effects of device parameters and design
rules, circuit models have been developed to determine the
current profile of standard cell CMOS ICs. With the limited
information available in the technology development process,
extrapolation of the power noise and system performance
is necessary. Power networks in 14, 10, and 7 nm CMOS
technology nodes are evaluated for circuit noise and clock
frequency. Striping between local power rails is also evaluated
as a power reduction technique.

The paper is organized as follows. Background is presented
in Section II. Circuit models are reviewed in Section III. Power
noise and the associated performance degradation characteris-
tics are discussed in Section IV, followed by some conclusions
in Section V.

II. OVERVIEW OF TRADITIONAL POWER GRIDS

A power grid is a hierarchical structure consisting of power
(VDD) and ground (VSS) backmetal pads, a global interdig-
itated mesh, and local power and ground rails, as illustrated
in Figure 1. Four backmetal pads produce an effective global
VDD or VSS mesh, as illustrated in Figure 1a. Each pad is
connected to several pairs of power and ground pairs (P/G
pair) within a global power mesh. Each metal layer in the mesh
consists of parallel P/G pairs separated from adjacent pairs by
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tens of micrometers. Metal layers are oriented orthogonal to
the adjacent layers to create a mesh structure. The impedance
of the global mesh, therefore, typically exhibits low resistance
and significant inductance.

Standard cell tracks are patterned beneath the grid with
local power and ground rails (track rails) placed horizontally
between each P/G pair, as illustrated in Figure 1b. The track
rail impedances are dominated by the metal resistance and
decoupling capacitance. On-chip power noise is due to signal
switching on the track rails with the largest contribution arising
from the clocked gates and buffers [4].

III. CIRCUIT MODELS

The overall grid model is comprised of a global mesh, a
local rail, and a load, as illustrated in Figure 2. The global
grid is modeled by an interdigitated mesh with the parameters
described in [5]. The mesh size is determined by an effective
mesh based on the space between pads, as illustrated in Figure
1a. The model considers the physical area, supply current,
and stage delay for each process technology (14 nm, 10 nm,
and 7 nm). The global mesh, track rail, and load models are
discussed in the following sections.

A. Load model
Given the dependence of the peak power noise on the clock

network, the load model is based on the current demand of a
register and the adjacent gates within a standard cell track. An
individual load on a track rail is modeled as a current source
with a triangular load characteristic [6], as illustrated in Figure
3. The timing parameters of the model are extracted from a
fanout 4 (FO4) loaded inverter.

Those gates spatially adjacent to the register are likely to
switch at approximately the same time as the register and
contribute to the local current draw. At the load, if an adjacent
gate switches before the track rail is recharged to the supply
voltage, the magnitude of the noise increases. If the gate
does not switch before the voltage is restored to VDD, the
gate does not contribute to the peak noise. The recharging
time determines the noise window (twindow) during which
the loads that switch within the window are summed and the
gates that switch outside of the window are ignored. The noise
window, which determines the recharge time of a track rail, is
approximated by

twindow ≈ 3
N2

cell

4
Rcell(Ccell + Cdecap), (1)

where Ncell is the number of cells between each P/G pair,
Rcell and Ccell are, respectively, the resistance and capaci-
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Fig. 1. Topology of a standard cell power network with a) pad to global
mesh, b) local rails attached to the tracks, and c) an individual standard cell
connected to a global power/ground pair.

Fig. 2. Model of power network
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Fig. 3. Model of a current load on the power network. The rise and fall times
are extracted from a loaded inverter and peak current, as described by (2).

tance of the track rail within a standard cell, and Cdecap is
the decoupling capacitance per cell.

An adjacent logic gate only switches if the gate delay is
within the noise window of the current load. The gate delay
is approximated by the delay of an inverter. The load current
is

ILoad =
α2twindow

tinv1
Iinv1 + 2Iinvd4, (2)

where twindow is the noise window, tinv1 and Iinv1 are,
respectively, the delay and peak current of a 1x inverter, Iinv4
is the peak current of a 4x inverter, and α is the switching
factor of the circuit.

B. Rail model
Each local rail is modeled as a distributed resistor-capacitor

with multiple loads, with the length of the rail determined by
the space between two P/G pairs in the global power network.
At least one load is placed at the center of the rail to model a
single register in the worst case position. The number of loads
and the space between loads are determined by the target clock
frequency of the circuit. An individual logic gate is modeled
with an inverter delay (tinv) where the logic depth (D) at a
frequency (fclock) is

D =
1

fclocktinv(1 + U)
, (3)

where U is the delay uncertainty. The logic depth is the
number of gates between adjacent loads on a rail. The width
of an inverter is used to estimate the size of a standard cell,
permitting the physical distance between loads on a local rail
to be known. Based on this assumption, the total number of
active loads and the impedance between each active load can
be estimated. The logic depth D is also used to determine the
decoupling capacitance,

Cdecap = Cgate(1− β)D, (4)

where Cgate is the gate capacitance of an inverter, and β is
the fill factor of the standard cell layout. The fill factor is the
fraction of silicon area occupied by the standard cells.

C. Striping of the power rail
Each track rail is typically distinct. Recently, however,

connections between adjacent track rails have been used to
reduce the local rail resistance and any associated power noise,
as illustrated in Figure 4a. These connections between local
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Fig. 4. Local striping in standard cells. Striping introduces a resistive interlink
between the local rails which is approximated with a resistive tree. a) The
impedance model of the striped power rails, b) Rbranch approximation of
the impedance, and c) physical structure of a stripe.

power ground rails, called stripes, ensure that loads on the
adjacent rails interact. For any interaction, however, the worst
case noise is equivalent to the case of a single track rail without
striping. The maximum reduction in power noise from striping
occurs when the load on adjacent rails do not simultaneously
switch. These two conditions, therefore, bound the potential
noise generated by a circuit. The number of interacting rails is
determined by approximating a set of rails as a resistive tree,
as illustrated in Figure 4b. The resistance from the center load
to the edge of the track rail is

Rbranch = Rv + ax ∗R+

(
1

ax ∗R
1

Rbranch(x+ 1)

)−1

,

(5)
where Rv is the resistance of a stripe, x is the number
of additional branches, and a is the scaling factor of the
resistance. As x increases, the error decreases. Note that (5) is
used to estimate the maximum number of rails that minimizes
the error. A distributed resistance is included in the model.

IV. EVALUATION OF POWER NOISE

The model is evaluated for power networks in 14 nm, 10 nm,
and 7 nm CMOS FinFET technologies. The global power grid
dimensions are determined from a 14 nm circuit. The global
grid pitch is scaled to 10 nm and 7 nm. Model generation and
simulation are based on MATLAB and Cadence Spectre.

The local VDD rails exhibit a peak power noise that
ranges from 3% to 10% of VDD with a trend of increasing
power noise with technology scaling. As the clock frequency
supported by the track increases, the power noise increases in

Fig. 5. Local peak power noise in 14 nm, 10 nm, and 7 nm technologies
with increasing clock frequency.

Fig. 6. Per cent decrease in performance of average power noise on a five
stage ring oscillator in 14 nm, 10 nm, and 7 nm technologies normalized to
an N14 ring oscillator.

discrete steps, as illustrated in Figure 5. Each step is due to
an increase in the number of loads that simultaneously switch
on a track rail, which corresponds to a relative decrease in
logic depth. At frequencies below 2 GHz, the logic depth
exceeds the total number of cells per local rail and therefore
only one register switches per rail within a clock period.
Reduced delay in each technology corresponds to a larger
logic depth, resulting in steps in the noise level at higher
frequencies for each technology node. After each noise step,
the noise level increases linearly with frequency. These cases
reflect those circuits where the loads are located close to the
center of the track rail, and therefore exhibit a large resistive
path to the power supply. Local noise levels also increase
with each technology, although the magnitude of the noise
is strongly dependent on the clock frequency and number
of loads per rail. At lower frequencies with only a single
load switching per rail, N10 and N07 exhibit, respectively,
power noise increases of 0.7% and 1.8% as compared to
N14. At higher frequencies with two loads per rail, the power
noise increases by, respectively, 1.8% and 4.1%. This behavior
occurs since the width of a standard cell gate is proportionally
larger with scaled technologies, producing a higher track rail
resistance per cell.
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Fig. 7. Effect of track stripe count and stripe width on noise for 3.6 GHz track rails in a) 14 nm, b) 10 nm, and c) 7 nm technologies.

To measure the effects of power noise on circuit perfor-
mance, a five stage ring oscillator (RO) is driven with power
noise injected into both the power and ground rails. The
per cent reduction in ring oscillator frequency is depicted in
Figure 6. As the power noise increases with frequency, the
performance of the ring oscillator decreases. As expected, the
RO performance increases with each technology generation
and drops in discrete amounts with increasing clock frequency.
Notably, the magnitude of the decrease in oscillator frequency
is higher in N07 than in N10 and N14, indicative of the
increasing sensitivity to power noise with device scaling.
At frequencies above 3 GHz, the performance of the N07
ring oscillator drops below the performance of the N10 ring
oscillator operating at a lower clock frequency. The delay of
an N07 circuit degrades, losing the advantages of scaling.
Maintaining performance requires a proportionally smaller
P/G pitch that is more aggressive than a linearly scaled grid.

TABLE I
PEAK NOISE AT 3.6 GHZ WITHOUT STRIPING

N14 N10 N07
Peak noise @ 3.6 GHz 4.6% 5.7% 7.1%

To reduce local power noise, an individual track rail can
use multiple stripes connected to adjacent rails, each with a
variable width. The noise exhibited by a 3.6 GHz circuit with
striping for variable width and count is illustrated in Figure
7. For reference, the peak noise of a 3.6 GHz circuit without
striping is provided in Table I. The stripe count is the number
of stripes per track rail, and the stripe width is the pitch of a
stripe with additional via contacts. Both the stripe count and
stripe width are normalized to the minimum metal pitch of the
technology.

Introducing striping reduces power noise by almost a factor
of two for each technology node, with a slight reduction in
noise with each technology generation. The maximum stripe
width and count, with nine stripes at a stripe width of ten, is
impractical in conventional circuits for any technology node.
In these cases, ten cells are between each stripe, and each
stripe is approximately the size of four inverter cells. These
additional interconnects cause significant routing congestion
and area overhead.

Much of the benefit in lower noise, however, can be
achieved by utilizing wide stripes. A single stripe with a stripe

width of ten can reduce power noise by almost a third for
N14, N10, and N07. This reduction in noise is due to the
relatively large resistance of the via contacts for each stripe.
As the stripe width increases, more via contacts can be added,
reducing the effective resistance of the stripe, and thereby
lowering the resistance of the path to the power supply. At
stripe counts greater than five, there are diminishing returns
on the reduction in power noise. Increasing the stripe width
to ten reduces noise, but also reduces the area available for
standard cell placement between local rails. A stripe width
that is six times the minimum pitch reduces most of the power
noise without incurring excessive overhead.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Models are described to assess noise in sub-14 nm FinFET
CMOS technologies, quantifying power noise trends for a
range of clock frequencies. The performance impact of these
noise trends are evaluated. Striping is shown to alleviate
noise issues in local power networks, demonstrating a 200%
reduction in power noise.

It is also shown that noise associated with IR drops increases
beyond classical scaling trends. This increase in IR drops cou-
pled with a greater sensitivity to power noise in deeply scaled
technologies results in a performance drop that degrades any
scaling related speed improvements. At the 7 nm technology
node, no delay advantage occurs when the grid parameters are
linearly scaled from prior nodes. For technologies 10 nm and
below, a power network with shorter distances between P/G
pairs is necessary to compensate for increased power noise.
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